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ABSTRACT
Background: Rationing of nursing care is an important organisational variable that
includes omissions in care and appears to be related to patient safety and quality of care.
Nursing care rationing is a sensitive issue that raises strong emotions as nurses are not
always willing to report omitted or unfinished nursing tasks. Apart from the negative
consequences for patients, rationing may add an ethical burden on nurses causing moral
distress.
Aim: The aim of this paper was to explore some of the methodological issues arising
from using focus group interviews as a research method when investigating “sensitive
nursing issues”, in this case rationing of nursing care.
Material and Method: Methodological issues are discussed in the context of a study
examining views of nursing care rationing among registered nurses working in medical
and surgical units. Three focus groups were held, between June and September 2011, to
identify which areas of nursing care are rationed and the underlying causes of rationing.
The groups comprised of a total of seventeen registered nurses. The discussion started
based on a scenario describing a regular day in a busy hospital ward and the purpose
was to use group dynamics and participant interaction to gain an in-depth discussion of
the participants’ views.
Results: The security provided by the focus group encouraged the exploration of less
conventional positions and facilitated conversation about sensitive events like the
admission of rationing nursing care tasks. The group participation has given the nurses
the opportunity to listen to colleagues having

similar experiences and created an

atmosphere of openness and honesty.
Conclusions: Focus-group interviews as a data collection strategy for sensitive nursing
issues is a rich source of information.
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INTRODUCTION

P

rioritization or rationing of health

include: patient teaching and discharge

services by different approaches or

planning, ambulation, hygiene, feeding,

at different levels, seems inevitable in all

surveillance, and care documentation3-7.

health care systems because of the

It is also apparent from the empirical

limited

data that nurses prioritise according to

resources

and

economic

8-12

constraints. From the nursing point of

medical needs and medical urgency

view, when there is scarcity of resources,

Other authors have evaluated the quality

nurses are forced to limit their attention

of nursing care on the basis of nursing

across their patients, using their clinical

care deficiencies and found that quality

judgment to prioritise assessments and

care ratings by nurses and patient safety

1

interventions
nursing

. Therefore rationing in

care

can

be

defined

as

.

were significantly related to the rates of
unfinished

care

6,13,14

.

A

different

“withholding or failure to carry out

approach was followed by researchers

necessary

who have examined the ethical and

inadequate

nursing
time

tasks
or

staff,

due

to

thereby

moral

perspective

of

rationing

increasing the risk of negative patient

highlighting the principles of justice and

outcomes and contributing to reduced

equality of care and value considerations

2

quality of care”

(p.228). The issue of

15-17

. Focus group approach in rationing

rationing is relatively new in the nursing

research

agenda and it has been developed within

development of a questionnaire

the patient safety movement and quality

understand how nurses delegate tasks

of

5,18

care.

rationing

Research
has

on

nursing

followed

care

several

has

been

used

for

the
4

to

, in comparative studies in the USA

and Canada

19

, but there is little or no

methodological approaches. Most studies

explanation on how the researchers used

present similarities as to the elements of

the methodology to approach the subject

nursing care being missed and these

in a group setting, and collect the data.
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What makes rationing of nursing care a

These issues have lead to the decision to

“sensitive issue” is that although most

use a method that would provide a better

nurses are fully aware that care is

insight into the nurses’ understanding

missed, they do not openly acknowledge

and interpretations of their experiences

or discuss it. Nurses are usually reluctant

and portray the reality of what is

to report any omissions in care and are

happening at bedside nursing. Therefore,

not always willing to report cases of

the aim of this article was to discuss the

uncompleted

if

methodological issues of the focus group

perceived as a deficiency in their practice

approach when used in the rationing

tasks

particularly

4,20

or abilities

. There is also evidence

research.

that not meeting patients’ needs can be
very frustrating for individual nurses and

Methods

rationing may add an ethical burden on

The focus group discussion was used to

them causing value conflict and moral

explore

distress

4,11

. According to Kalisch

21

participants’

individual

the

perceptions of rationing. Focus groups

open acknowledgement of care omitted

were used as research method in social

can

guilt,

sciences since 1940’s and later became

powerlessness and fear; such emotional

popular in health care research and

response is validated by the reaction of

incorporated into nursing research as a

nurses when the concept of rationing is

tool

introduced to them via focus groups.

phenomena

Nurses react to rationing with emotions

education. The focus group approach

like

can provide major insights into attitudes,

lead

anger,

to

feelings

sadness

of

and

frustration,

describing low self esteem because they
21

beliefs

for

and

understanding
in

clinical

different

nursing

23

opinions

and

and

it’s

are not providing quality care . Focus-

particularly useful in reflecting the social

group methodologists22 argue that the

realities of a culture group, through the

involvement in a group interview can

language and concepts which structure

provide security for participants and

participants’ experiences. Focus groups

thus

self

were used in very few research projects

these

relating to rationing and the reports

experiences are familiar and shared by

focused mainly on the results and not

the other group members.

the methodological issues

encourage

disclosure

interaction

especially

and

when

4,5,19

.
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The benefit of using this methodological

experiences when the group size is too

approach is that when it is used in

big 26.

tandem with other strategies, in our case

Purposive sampling was employed to

a survey, it may provide further insight

ensure a range of nursing experiences

into factors associated with rationing

with rationing of nursing care. The

and make a significant contribution

groups were homogenous in terms of

throughout the research project. The

education and job-level but differed in

level of rationing found in surveys1 do

terms of the number of years in nursing

not provide adequate information of the

to elicit a range of views related to their

underlying processes of rationing. In

experience. Most of the participants of

addition, the principal advantage using

groups A and B came from different

focus groups is the opportunity to

wards and did not know each other

capitalize on group dynamics and the

before the focus groups; on the other

ability to use participant interaction to

hand, the majority of the participants in

gain in-depth data that would not be

group C worked in the same ward.

obtained through individual interviews

the rationing literature, some authors

or other forms of group interviews24. It

used a mixed group of registered nurses

was also expected that when participants

and nurse assistants

hear and see that others have similar

nurses5. The participants in this study

experiences, it would legitimate their

worked in surgical and medical wards,

own feelings and provide an atmosphere

nephrology, cardiology, intensive care,

for openness and candor25.

oncology and urology units of three

4,27

In

or registered

different hospitals providing the amount
Participants

of heterogeneity needed to produce rich

A total of 17 nurses recruited and

information23.

participated in the focus groups (group A

nursing care is presented mostly as an

n=7, group B n=4, group C n=6). The

organizational problem and the views of

size was based on the ease of group

nurse managers or doctors can enrich

management,

to

encourage

the understanding of rationing, it was

participation

by

all

adequate

members.

Although

rationing

of

In

decided to form homogenous groups at

addition, there is support that group

the job level to facilitate comparisons

dynamics change when participants want

between

but are not able to describe their

sub-groups (at a later stage) and increase

the

nurse-managers-doctors

the external validity of comparisons
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between the subgroups . In addition,

It is also found that in nursing research,

maintaining the homogeneity of the

participants are eager to talk once the

groups reduced the possibility that some

topic is mentioned, arguing that they see

members, e.g. nurse managers, could

the group as a form of catharsis or

dominate the conversation

29

and inhibit

getting a message to someone who might

discussion because of status distinctions

be able to influence the situation24. Thus

between the participants

28

. In such case,

it

was

decided

direct

questions

would allow the members to express

instead, to build on the participants’

their ideas without fear could be lost.

responses to a given scenario describing

There are no general rules as to the

a typical day on a busy ward with

28

the

asking

the security provided by the group that

optimal number of focus groups

from

avoid

beginning,

but

, and

shortage of staff. The scenario was

there is little consensus as to what is the

developed by the principal investigator

most appropriate sample size. Other

and discussed with the research team

studies using focus groups to explore the

until a consensus was reached. A similar

issue of rationing, used four groups and

approach was followed in the area of

27 participants

4,5

. Three focus groups

rationing that used three case studies in

were conducted for and the decision was

the

based

the

determine nurses’ choices in cutting care

were

hours from specific care dimensions and

on

the
26

participants ,

homogeneity
since

they

of
all

form

of

vignettes

aiming

to

registered bed-side nurses, working in

specific categories of patients30.

general hospital wards. Another principle

The participants were then asked to

that guided the decision of conducting

think back when they had a similar

three focus groups was the notion of

experience from their daily routine at

saturation,

as

their ward (the interview schedule –

interviews can end when no information

Table 1). They were encouraged to

is being collected23.

elaborate on the nursing care tasks they

a

useful

concept

would omit, the procedures they would
Development of the interview guide

give priority to and explain the reasons

Prior research on care rationing found

that guided their decision. Emphasis was

that nurses may experience feelings of

given on the interaction between the

guilt when they omit nursing care,

group members as a useful way for

something that it is not easily discussed4.
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encouraging discussion and exchange of

important to them. The discussion was

experiences.

audio

taped

and

the

non-verbal

responses and interactions among the
Setting and data collection

group

The focus groups were conducted by one

written

researcher

a

observer. At the end of each session, the

lasted

participants were asked to fill in a

(PA)

moderator.

who

The

acted

interviews

as

members
down

between 60 to 70 minutes and took place

questionnaire

at

information.

settings

convenient

to

the

were
by

observed

an

and

independent

with

demographic

participants. In particular, two groups
were held at the hospital site and the

The role of the moderator

third group at the school of nursing.

The role of the moderator is to facilitate

Data collection was performed between

the discussion in a non-intrusive way so

June and September 2011. Each group

that the participants are enabled to

session

express

was

opened

with

a

short

their

opinions

as

freely

as

introduction asking the participants to

possible24.

introduce themselves. The participants

The moderator was not known to the

were asked to write to a piece of paper a

participants and was not related to

pseudo name. The paper was kept in

nursing

front of them throughout the discussion

desirability bias and “contamination of

and all participants were asked to refer

the data”24 aimed to be seen as impartial

to each other based on their new names

and objective with no vested interest in

in order to ensure confidentiality. The

the participants’ responses. The role of

participants were also asked to say loud

the moderator was explained and the

their new name before talking in order to

ground rules were set at the beginning

record the identity of the speaker during

emphasizing confidentiality and respect

the transcription. The scenarios were

of opinions. Thus it was possible to

distributed at the beginning with a few

create

minutes for the participants to read it

climate that encouraged all members to

before continuing with the questions and

share views, and facilitate interaction.

discussion. Open questions were used to

The

avoid

discussion with probing questions and

direction

and

allow

the

in

a

moderator

comments,

aspects

noting

seemed

to

be

more

to

reduce

non-threatening

participants the opportunity to highlight
which

order

supportive

encouraged

seeking

non-verbal

for

social

further

clarification,

responses,

Exploring sensitive nursing issues through focus group approaches
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summarising without interfering with the
23

dialogue .

Ending

questions

The analysis begun as soon as the

were

transcript of the first focus group was

critical to the study and helped to clarify

completed to provide the opportunity to

the main points of participants; a short

the moderator to identify any issues that

verbal summary at the conclusion of the

could be improved or modified in the

discussion allowed verification of the

subsequent interviews.

issues raised.

protocol was agreed prior to analyzing

An

analysis

the data so as to be carried out in a
Recording and Analysis of data

systematic way26. The transcript analysis

Data analysis from focus groups, both at

was

the individual and at group level, is not a

Immersion, reduction and interpretation

well developed methodological issue, and

in order to create new knowledge from

although several guidelines have been

raw unordered data. In particular, the

suggested there is not a widely accepted

transcripts

process. The little evidence on the

achieve

analysis process is also reflected in the

highlighting

rationing

focus

captured key thoughts or concepts and

groups4,5,19. The data of the current

creating open codes. The coding was

study was analysed based on content

based on inductive analysis without

analysis (CA) as the study did not aim to

predetermined categories and aimed to

develop a theoretical framework. In

examine the latent content of the data

addition,

i.e.

literature

CA

using

provides

a

range

of

divided

were

meanings

analyse

development

interpret

contents of textual data

informational
31,32

. The focus

repeatedly

words

investigate
that

phases33:

three

immersion.

systematic, rule-guided techniques to
and

in

Data
or

the

read

were

read

phrases

that

inferred

could
of

to

lead

deeper
to

the

constructs.

Concurrently, the researchers noted of

group interviews were tape-recorded and

emerging

transcribed

associations with existing literature that

by

the

moderator

and

impressions,

thoughts,

and

transcription following certain rules33.

could

An immediate debriefing and discussion

process. The data from the transcripts

at the end of the focus groups, among

were enriched by field notes and notes

the moderator, the observer and other

from the observer, such as participants’

members of the research team facilitated

behaviour in order to gain a wider

the analysis process.

perspective of peoples’ accounts and

inform

further

the

analysis
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stories about rationing. Codes were then

dynamics.

Such

methods

sorted into sub-categories or themes

conversation

based on how different codes were

classification categories36, incorporation

related.

of

Similar

sub-categories

were

group

analysis

include

34,35

;

interaction

use

data

of

into

the

clustered together into categories and

transcripts37, and separate analysis of the

given a definition together with their

group interaction data using the same

corresponding sub-categories, codes and

method

extracts

However, some methods are not very

from

the

transcripts.

The

as

for

the

researchers then checked the emerging

well

categories

implementation stage; others illustrate

and

relationships;

their

codes

concurrence;

for

sequence

documented

data38.

group

their

analysis

particularly

techniques

their

based

on

and consequences in relation to the

computerized methods which are not

experiences of the participants as well as

widely available thus making it uncertain

to the context e.g. group influences and

how

reactions to the discussion. This was an

manually

iterative rather a linear process where

dynamics can be interpreted. In addition,

researchers went back and forth between

certain

the data and the coding process to

interviews to be transcribed in particular

reexamine, discuss and ensure that data

way e.g. inclusion of detailed accounts of

interpretation reflected the actual data.

nonverbal

The

periods of silences, noting voice pitch in

analysis

did

not

involve

any

to

implement
and

such

ensuring

approaches

techniques
that

group

require

communication,

the

recording

quantification of the data. The detailed

relation to the other voices.

results from the focus group will be

For the purpose of the current study

published in a different article.

based

on

the

transcribed

data

and

considering the manual coding of the
Group interaction

data, group interactions were analysed

A key feature of focus groups is the

based on a guide of twelve questions25

group interaction among participants

(see table 2). The questions provide an

that stimulates discussion that might not

explicit

otherwise

some

interactions build on one another and

methods that aim to capture the richness

whether participants reach some degree

of the emerging data by illustrating how

of collective experience.

participants may change or reinforce

based on Carey’s39 position that the

their views in the context of group

analysis

emerge.

There

are

way

of

needs

understanding

to

Exploring sensitive nursing issues through focus group approaches
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The guide is

incorporate

a
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description of the nature of the group

particular way, at that particular point in

interaction

the interaction.

or

dynamics.

These

The use of these

techniques have been criticized for their

techniques in this study depended on the

descriptive contribution rather for a

complexity of the data as the techniques

more in-depth analysis of the interaction

were

nature of the data

34,38

. Thus, in some

presented

and

applied

with

computerized analysis programs.

cases in the current study additional
analysis techniques were used where

Methodological rigour

feasible to enhance interpretation of

Several steps were taken in order to

al.29

ensure the quality of the results. First,

group

interactions.

Reed

et

suggested capturing the sequence of

the moderator’s

discussion; as topic evolves, ideas and

did not exert a high influence on the

opinions begin to shift or strengthened

control of the process and content of the

as

interview;

individuals

experiences
Extracts

and

from

reflect

on

listening

to

the

their
others.

discussion

are

involvement and style

rather

the

emphasis

was

placed on the facilitating interactions
between participants24. The way the

presented where debate is visible, when

participants

there is an introduction of new ideas,

observed, clarification was asked on

and views are modified, developed, and

areas of ambiguity and at the end they

related back to experiences. The same

were asked to

authors

comparing

comments. Secondly, interaction was

responses between groups especially if

encouraged as this provides a high level

the questions asked differ due to the

of face validity26 as participants’ views

evolvement of the interview schedule.

can

They highlight issues such as which

contradicted

questions evoked more discussion, the

discussion24. Thirdly, analysis of the data

presence of dominant members and their

consisted of the four distinct critical

influence on the rest of the group. In

qualities: it was done in a systematic

also

suggest

Wilkinson34

addition,

suggested

way;

be

used

answered

verify

confirmed,
within

verifiable

was

carefully

the summary

reinforced
the

or

group

procedures

via

examining peoples’ responses in the

content analysis; done in a sequential

context

discussion

manner; it was continuous thus giving

aiming to understand why the speaker

the opportunity of reflection and it was

said

verified by a second researcher26.

of

that

the

previous

particular

thing,

in

that
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Furthermore, the reliability of the data

The focus methodology used for the

was

two

exploration of nursing care rationing

researchers independently coding the

presents some limitations. Participants in

transcripts and comparing the codes to

the one of the four groups were drawn

assess agreement to the core concepts

from the same ward and they had

and themes. Internal consistency of

already have developed relationships,

implemented

coding was applied

40

by

having

by having the same

thus could have an impact on group

researcher acting as moderator in all

dynamics. Another limitation is that the

three focus groups and sharing the

selection

primary responsibility in the analysis.

convenience: in groups A and B most of

Throughout the coding process and

the participants did not know each other

analysis process there was continuous

where in group C the majority of the

communication with the other team

nurses worked at the same ward. This

member to assess degree of agreement

differentiation was not based on any

and differences in the coding.

evidence

The construct validity of the findings

pragmatic reasons of personnel being

was assessed by comparing the main

available.

of

–

groups

rather

was

it

was

based

lead

on

by

themes derived from the focus groups to
the existing literature on rationing of

Conclusion

nursing

and

As a collection strategy the focus group

quantitative. In addition, Reed et al.29

approach has given the opportunity to

argue that validity refers to the degree to

obtain rich data; the group dynamics and

which a procedure reflects what it is

interaction enhanced data collection and

supposed to reflect thus ‘focus groups

the participants felt free to discuss issues

reflect the process of developing a group

that otherwise would remain hidden.

perspective or position among a group of

This was facilitated by the homogeneity

people’ (p. 770). Thus the whole process

of the group that in this case worked

of the analysis aimed to show whether a

better than heterogeneous ones. The

group perspective has been elicited and

discussion presented in this article has

the process through which individual

outlined

perspectives were discussed and evolved

underpinnings

amongst group members.

approach in sensitive nursing issues that

care,

both

qualitative

usually
Limitations

research

the

are

of
not

reports.

methodological
the

focus

group

fully

discussed

Since

focus

Exploring sensitive nursing issues through focus group approaches

in

group
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approaches are becoming a popular tool

4. Kalisch BJ. Missed nursing care: a

in nursing research, a rigorous approach

qualitative study. J Nurs Care

to methodology is necessary to ensure

Qual 2006;21(4):306-313.

the integrity of research and develop the
research knowledge.

5. Bittner NP, Gravlin G. Critical
Thinking, Delegation, and Missed
Care in Nursing Practice. J Nurs
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ANNEX

Table 1. Interview schedule – discussion themes

Question 1
The problems you just read at the scenario are very similar to the ones we hear from
other nurses and read about in the literature. What kind of dilemmas do you have in
terms of provision of nursing care and the priorities you set in your everyday work?
Can you give some examples?

Question 2
What areas of care do you think are mostly affected (from setting priorities)? Can
you tell us the reasons why?

Question 3
How is care at bedside nursing allocated? How do you decide what needs to be
done? (Probe question: are there any criteria for such decision-making?)

Question 4
What do you think of this process (of priority setting in nursing care)?
(Follow up question: How does this affect you? How does this affect the patients?)

Question 5
Considering the restrictions (or limitations) you discussed, would you change
something in the way that care is managed? If yes, how (give examples)
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Table 2. A guide of 12 questions for group interaction (from Stevens 25)
1

How closely did the group adhere to the issues presented for
discussion?

2

Why, how and when related issues brought up?

3

What statements seemed to evoke conflict?

4

What were the contradictions in the discussion?

5

What common experiences were expressed?

6

Were alliances formed among group members?

7

Was a particular member or viewpoint silenced?

8

Was a particular view dominant?

9

How did the group resolve disagreements?

10

What topics produced consensus?

11

Whose interests were represented in the group?

12

How were emotions handled?
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